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Abstract

It is shown that interim dynamically consistent trade may be supported among agents wh
resolute (non-consequential) choice preferences.
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1. Introduction

“No trade” theorems (Milgrom and Stokey, 1982; Holmström and Myerson, 1983) c
that if an initial contract is ex-ante Pareto efficient, asymmetric information cannot
to trade among rational agents. It is often interpreted as referring to the imposs
of speculative trade (Geanakoplos, 1992). The no-trade results rely on two pro
of Expected Utility preferences in dynamic choice problems: dynamic consistenc
consequentialism. The existing literature (Dow et al., 1990) has demonstrated that
of dynamic consistency may lead to trade, even when agents are symmetrically inf
(Halevy, 1998). This paper shows that if agents are differentially informed, dynam
consistent agents may find it advantageous to trade at the interim stage.

As pointed out by Hammond (1988), in order to maintain dynamic consisten
a non-expected utility framework, it is necessary to relax other normative assump
This paper follows Machina (1989) in relaxingconsequentialism (independence o
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counterfactual outcomes) in favor of aresolute choice (conditional preferences may depe
on counterfactual events but are dynamically consistent) decision process.

The main contribution of the paper is to show, by means of an example, that dy
consistency alone might not be sufficient for the no-trade result to hold, even in a no
information setting. It analyzes an environment in which trade occurs between two a
with resolute choice preferences. It shows that there may exist a commonly known e
which differentially informed agents, starting from an ex-ante Pareto efficient contrac
willing to exchange this “status quo” contract for a different contract. The intuition be
this result is that, under resolute choice, asymmetric information may differentially ch
the agents’ perception of the set of possible contracts. I provide necessary and su
restrictions on preferences for the no-trade result to hold under resolute choice m
The additional condition—conditional decomposition—is related to the union consisten
property of decision procedures required for the general Agreement Theorem (Rub
and Wolinsky, 1990). Conditional decomposition together with dynamic consistency
that the ex-ante preferences satisfyweak decomposition, which was characterized by Gra
et al. (2000).

2. The trading environment

Assume a finite state spaceΩ , with a generic elementω. Σ is the algebra of event
on Ω . For everyE ∈ Σ let Ec = Ω\E be the complement ofE. Let I be a finite set of
agents. The set of consequences is denoted byC. A contingent contract is a function from
Ω to C. Let A be the set of all contingent contracts. For every two contractsa, b ∈ A let
the composite contract a at E given b be:

aEb =
{

a(ω), ω ∈ E,

b(ω), ω ∈ Ec.
(1)

Savage’s (1972)Sure Thing Principle asserts that preference between two contracts sh
not depend on those states in which the two contracts have the same consequence

The Sure Thing Principle P2. For all non-null1 events E and contracts a, b,h,h′ ∈ A:
aEh �i bEh if and only if aEh′ �i bEh′.

This paper focuses on preferences that do not abide by the Sure Thing Pri
Uncertainty aversion is one example of such preferences. This paper does not sp
functional form for preferences however, thus allows for other possibilities. Follo
Machina (1989)consequentialism is relaxed in order to maintain dynamic consisten
of preferences in non-expected utility models. The dynamic structure of preference
results from this relaxation is referred to asresolute choice.

1 An eventE is null if and only if conditional onE, the agent is indifferent between any two contracts.
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The decision process is divided into two non-identical stages. Wakker (1997) cal
committed updating.2 Ex-ante, the decision maker chooses a contract, which serves
as a “status quo” contract. Once the decision maker learns that an event has not ha
her conditional preferences at the event which did obtain, depend on what would
happened at the non-realized event,according to the original contract. I.e., the contrac
which was areal possibility when those states were considered. The consistency con
in this framework implies that the agent’s preferences over contracts at the event
happened, conform to her preferences ex-ante, taking borne uncertainties (at th
which did not obtain) as fixed. Thus, when the decision maker learns that an eve
occurred, she evaluates the contracts at that event in conjunction with the non-re
consequences of the status quo contract.

Each agent is endowed with a set of binary relations,{�i
E}E∈Σ , which represen

agenti ’s conditional preferences over complete contracts at every eventE (for ex-ante
preferences the subscriptΩ is omitted). It is assumed that�i is a weak order (Savage
P1) and that the relation between ex-ante preferences and conditional preferences a
is governed bydynamic consistency, defined as follows.

Definition 1. Agenti ’s preferences over contingent contracts satisfyDynamic Consistency
if for all E,F ∈ Σ such thatE ⊆ F andE is not	F -null and for all contractsa, b,h ∈ A:
(aEh �i

E bEh) if and only if (aEh �i
F bEh).

Dynamic consistency implies that if two contracts differ only onE, the conditional
preference between them atE should conform to the conditional preference between th
when less information was available (and in particular, ex-ante, atΩ). Consequentialism
implies that conditional preferences over contracts are independent of counter
outcomes.

Definition 2. Agent i ’s conditional preferences over contingent contracts satisfyconse-
quentialism if for all non-null E ∈ Σ and alla, a′, h,h′ ∈ A: aEh �i

E a′Eh if and only if
aEh′ �i

E a′Eh′.

Conditional on an event, a decision maker acts as if she had started out fro
point and treats the uncertainty that has not materialized as irrelevant or as if it
existed. Halevy (1998) shows that dynamic consistency and consequentialism imp
Sure Thing Principle, and that if preferences satisfy the Sure Thing Principle the
conditional preferences are consequentialist and dynamically consistent. Since I
here on dynamically consistent preferences that are not separable (and hence
satisfy the Sure Thing Principle), I concentrate on resolute (non-consequential) cond
preferences. For these preferences, the relation between the ex-ante and interim con
preferences has to be detailed. In the following definition, a committed updating fo
resolute preferences is adopted:

2 Although committed updating is the prevalent non-consequential model that retains dynamic consis
is not the only one. Wakker (1997) proposes to considerstrategic updating model.
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Definition 3. Let b ∈ A be a status quo contract at a non-null eventE ∈ Σ. Agent i ’s
resolute conditional preferences over contracts at event E relative to contract b (denoted
by �i

E,b) are defined by: for any two contractsa, a′ ∈ A, a �i
E,b a′ if and only if

aEb �i
E a′Eb.

Definition 3 allows for conditional preferences between contracts atE to depend on
the counterfactual consequences of the status quo contractb. It implies that a resolute
decision maker evaluates a contracta ∈ A at an eventE ∈ Σ, by considering the composi
contracta at E givenb, created bya in conjunction with the counterfactual part(Ec) of
the status quo contract. Using her conditional preferences, the decision maker evalu
complete composite contractaEb. Note that the resolute conditional preferences defi
above allows for consequentialism. The conditional preferences�i

E defined on composit
contracts of the sort:a atE givenb, may be consequential (that is, independent ofb). In the
absence of consequentialism, dynamic consistency and resolute choice (with com
updating) govern the relation between ex-ante and interim preferences.

I use a weak notion of ex-ante efficiency: a contingent contractb is ex-ante efficient
if and only if there does not exist another contingent contract,a, such thata �i b for all
agentsi ∈ I .3

The informational environment is standard. Every agent is endowed with a know
function ki on Ω such thatki(ω) represents all the information agenti has at stateω.4

Let Πi(ω) = {ω′ ∈ Ω : ki(ω′) = ki(ω)} be the set of all states that are indistinguisha
for agenti from stateω. These classes of states (cells) constitute the information par
of the agent. An eventH obtains atω if and only if ω ∈ H . Agent i knows eventH
at ω if Πi(ω) ⊆ H . The event “i knows H happened” is the set of states at wh
i knows H obtains:{ω: Πi(ω) ⊆ H }. An eventE is self-evident if for every i ∈ I :
E = {ω: Πi(ω) ⊆ E}. I.e., an event is self-evident if at the time of its happening all ag
know it. An eventB is common knowledge amongI atω if there exists a self-evident eve
E such thatω ∈ E andE ⊆ B (Aumann, 1976).

3. The possibility of speculative trade

The no-trade theorem states that if a status quo contract is ex-ante Pareto e
asymmetric information cannot lead rational agents to agree on a different contract
commonly known to dominate the status quo contract. In other words, there exists n
in which the event that the other contact Pareto dominates (conditional on the asym
information) the ex-ante efficient contract is common knowledge.

One of the assumptions imbedded in the different no-trade theorems is expected
and especially its additive separability property. The latter is a result of Savage’s

3 The stronger version of ex-ante efficiency: there does not exist a contracta such thata �i b for all agents
and there exists at least one agent for whoma �i b, would not change the argument.

4 Alternatively, we could think ofki (ω) as a signal the agent receives when the state isω. The assumption
thatki is a function (and not a correspondence) is equivalent to assuming that the information (signal) is
noise.
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Thing Principle. Dow et al. (1990) show that departures from expected utility in w
consequentialism is retained, that is, the decision maker treats counterfactual conse
as irrelevant at the interim stage, makes speculative trade possible. Note that if sepa
is relaxed and consequentialism is retained, dynamic consistency of preferences
Halevy (1998) shows that the trade result in this case does not rely on asym
information, and could be supported within a symmetric information environment.
section shows that dynamic consistency alone is not sufficient to preclude speculativ
Particularly, by relaxing consequentialism, it is possible to generate speculative trade
maintaining dynamic consistency.

Assume there are two possible states of the world, so thatΩ = {ω1,ω2}, and two agents
Alice (A) and Bob(B), who are dynamically consistent but non-consequentialist.
information structures are:

ΠA = {
(ω1), (ω2)

}
and ΠB = {

(ω1,ω2)
}
. (2)

That is, when a state of nature has occurred, Alice knows it while Bob remains ign
The set of consequencesC is: {a1, a2, b1, b2}, wherea1 andb1 are possible consequenc
at stateω1, while a2 and b2 are possible consequences atω2. I do not restrict the se
of consequences, therefore they could be lotteries (dependent on aggregate unce
allocation in a stochastic economy or any other structure on which preferences are d
The set of contracts is:A = {(a1, a2), (a1, b2), (b1, a2), (b1, b2)}. Let Alice and Bob’s
preferences be:

(a1, b2) ∼A (b1, a2) �A (b1, b2) �A (a1, a2)

(a1, b2) ∼B (b1, a2) ≺B (b1, b2) ≺B (a1, a2). (3)

Assume the ex-ante Pareto efficient contract(b1, b2) is thestatus quo contract (note tha
all contracts are ex-ante Pareto efficient). At the interim stage, both agents will fi
beneficial to recontract to(a1, a2). Alice learns the true state of the world and she pre
(a1, a2) to (b1, b2) relative to(b1, b2) at every state of the world. Formally, fori = 1,2:

(a1, a2) �A
{ωi },(b1,b2)

(b1, b2) (4)

if and only if (by Definition 3 of resolute conditional preferences)

(a1, a2){ωi}(b1, b2) �A{ωi } (b1, b2) (5)

if and only if (by Definition 1 of dynamic consistency)

(a1, a2){ωi}(b1, b2) �A (b1, b2). (6)

Bob remains ignorant (i.e.,ΠB(ωi) = Ω for i = 1,2). Since Alice would suggest that th
contract(a1, a2) would be signed in every state, and he prefers(a1, a2) to (b1, b2), Bob
will find it profitable to agree to the trade. Formally, the event:

G = {
ω: (a1, a2) �i

Πi(ω),(b1,b2)
(b1, b2) for all i ∈ I

} = {ω1,ω2} = Ω (7)

is common knowledge at every state. That is, it is common knowledge at every sta
all agents prefer to recontract to(a1, a2) from (b1, b2). Hence, it is commonly known tha
there exist a contract that interim Pareto dominates an ex-ante efficient contract.
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What drives the trade in this example is that Alice’s preferences between(a1, a2) and
(b1, b2) are reversed at the interim stage.5 For her, the interim evaluation of(a1, a2) in state
ω1 reflects the fact that she receivesa1 and foregoesb2. As a result, in Alice’s eyes, th
individual consequences specified by the contract(a1, a2) are different at the ex-ante an
the interim stage. Hence(a1, a2) is perceived as being two different contracts as the
state of the world is learned. However, from Bob’s point of view, the consequences
contracts do not change between the ex-ante and the interim stages, since he does
the true state of the world until the end of the trading game.

Note that if Bob had learned the true state of the world at the interim stage,
would not have been any trade: asymmetric information is crucial for this argum
Contrary to this, if consequentialism is retained and dynamic consistency is dropped
et al., 1990) asymmetric information is not necessary to generate trade (Halevy,
Appendix B). Hence, the pattern of trade presented here is compatible with Geanak
(1992) terminology ofspeculative trade: ex-ante efficiency is not enough to prevent tra
because agents’ perception of the set of contracts may change at the interim sta
result of asymmetric information and the committed updating used in the resolute c
preferences.

The example proves that even in the simplest circumstances (two states and no
information) asymmetric information may lead rational agents, whose preferences
conform to the Sure Thing Principle, to trade. The set of preferences that suppor
example is not degenerate. In Halevy (1998) I show that non-neutrality of uncer
(aversion or love) may produce similar examples. Other applications could re
disappointment aversion (Gul, 1991) in which the relaxation of consequentialism is
natural.

4. No-trade theorem for resolute choice

The above example relies on a violation of a principle required for decision proce
(defined below) in the general Agreement Theorem. This theorem is presented fir
from it I derive the necessary and sufficient conditions on preferences for a no
theorem in a noiseless environment.

4.1. Preliminary: The Agreement Theorem

Let Zi be agenti ’s set of possible actions. Adecision procedure of agenti is a function
from Σ to Zi such thatDi(E) is the recommendation of the decision procedure to a
i with informationE. A decision procedureDi satisfiesunion consistency if for every
E1,E2 ∈ Σ such thatE1 ∩ E2 = ∅ and Di(Ej ) = z, j = 1,2, thenDi(E1 ∪ E2) = z.
Assume that the decision procedures of all agents satisfy union consistency. Anaction
function di is the action of agenti at stateω, or the function that implementsDi at ω.

5 On the Dutch book potential in the non-consequentialist preferences, which is present in the above e
see Machina’s (1989) discussion on Segal and Dekel’s examples and Wakker’s (1997) discussion on
updating.
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Formally,di :Ω → Zi such thatdi(ω) = Di(Πi(ω)). Define the event “i takes action zi ”
as:{di = zi} ≡ {ω ∈ Ω : di(ω) = zi}.

The Agreement Theorem (Rubinstein and Wolinsky, 1990; Geanakoplos, 1992).Let
zi ∈ Zi for all i ∈ I . If

⋂
i∈I {di = zi} is common knowledge at ω, then there exists an

event E such that Di(E) = zi for every agent i .

In words: if it is common knowledge atω that agenti takes actionzi , then there exist
an eventE such thatzi is the recommendation of agenti ’s decision procedure givenE for
everyi ∈ I .

4.2. Characterization of no-trade

This section presents necessary and sufficient conditions on preferences for the n
theorem to hold under a noiseless information structure. The first condition,conditional
decomposability, is related to the notion of union consistency of decision procedures
effect of this condition is to eliminate situations like the one in the example where
i = 1,2, Eq. (4) holds but(b1, b2) �A (a1, a2).

Definition 4. A preference structure{�i
E}E∈Σ over contingent contracts satisfiescondi-

tional decomposability if for all a, b ∈ A, all non-nullE ∈ Σ and all partitionsE1, . . . ,En

of E: if a �i
Ej ,b b for everyj = 1, . . . , n thena �i

E,b b.

This property states that given a “status quo” contingent contractb, if it is beneficial to
deviate fromb to a at each member of a set of disjoint events then it is advantag
to deviate fromb to a at their union. Note that the contractb is the resolute choic
contract appearing in�i

E,b. The definition of conditional decomposability does not im

that if a �i
Ej ,b c for all j thena �i

E,b c for c �= b. Conditional decomposability is weak
than consequentialism and applies to non-separable preferences. The following prop
proves that the above condition, together with dynamic consistency, is sufficient to
the no-trade result.

Proposition 1. Let all agents have resolute conditional preferences {�i
E}E∈Σ over

contingent contracts that satisfy dynamic consistency and conditional decomposability. If
b is an ex-ante efficient contract, then there exist no state ω∗ and another contract a, such
that the event:

G = {
ω: a �i

Πi(ω),b
b for all i ∈ I

}
(8)

is common knowledge at ω∗.
Furthermore, if either dynamic consistency or conditional decomposability are not

satisfied there exist informational structures and a contract set such that b, a and ω∗ exist
and G above is common knowledge at ω∗.
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Proof. Define:Zi = {T ,N} (T for “trade,”N for “no trade”). Letb be an ex-ante efficien
contract and leta be any other contract. Agent’si decision procedure is

Di(E,a, b) =
{

T , a �i
E,b b

N, otherwise.
(9)

Note thatDi depends on the counterfactual consequences of the status quo conb.

Agents will tradea for b if and only if there exists a stateω∗ at which it is common
knowledge that all agents are willing to trade. Since{�i

E}E∈Σ satisfies conditiona
decomposability,Di satisfies union consistency. Assume suchω∗ anda exist. Therefore
the eventG which could be written as:G = ⋂

i∈I {Di(E,a, b) = T } is common knowledge
at ω∗. By the Agreement Theorem, there exists an eventE, such thatDi(E,a, b) = T .

That is:a �i
E,b b for all agents. But then by dynamic consistency:aEb �i b for all agents,

which contradicts the assumption thatb was ex-ante efficient.
Necessity is proved directly by construction.✷
Proposition 1 is a contribution to the existing literature of no-trade theorems. Pre

works (e.g., Rubinstein and Wolinsky, 1990) which started either from expected u
or general decision functions, did not distinguish between dynamic consistenc
conditional decomposability, a distinction which exists for any preference relation
does not satisfy the Sure Thing Principle. Thus, Proposition 1 specifies the cond
which those general preferences have to satisfy in order for the no-trade res
hold.

5. Concluding remarks

(1) Proposition 1 could be interpreted as follows: Ifb ex-ante dominatesa for all agents
then there exists no state at which it is common knowledge thata dominatesb for all agents
given their information. Hence it gives sufficient and necessary conditions on prefer
for consistency of the ex-ante and the interim Pareto ranking.

(2) Proposition 1 includes expected utility as a special case. Definition 3 of res
conditional preferences includes consequential conditional preferences as a speci
As mentioned earlier, dynamic consistency and consequentialism imply the Sure
Principle, which together with Savage’s P1 imply conditional decomposability (Ha
1998). Hence, the proposition includes as a special case the results of Rubinste
Wolinsky (1990) on no-trade, who employ a similar methodology but consider exp
utility and a common prior, and the result of Dow et al. (1990) who prove the nece
of additivity for the no-trade result when considering only consequential preferenc
this set, only preferences that abide by the Sure Thing Principle will be dynam
consistent.

(3) The two conditions in Proposition 1, conditional decomposability and dyn
consistency, imply Grant’s et al. (2000) weak decomposability:
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A preference relation�i over contingent contracts satisfiesweak decomposability if for
all a, b ∈ A, and eventsE ⊆ Ω such thataEb �i b andbEa �i b thena �i b.

Grant et al. give an important characterization of this property that enables the id
cation of preference relations where speculative trade would be possible. They pro
for probabilistically sophisticated preferences (Machina and Schmeidler, 1992; E
and Le Breton, 1993), weak decomposability is equivalent to the Betweenness pr
and give an implicit additive representation of preferences in the absence of proba
sophistication. This representation intersects (but does not overlap) ambiguity avers
erences. Grant et al. relate weak decomposability to Gul and Lantto’s (1990) “Dyn
Programing Solvability” property, for choice among and along (objective) decision
under resolute choice. Hence resolute choice and dynamic consistency relate weak
posability of the ex-ante preference relation to conditional decomposability of the in
preferences.
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